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ABSTRACT

We present a high performance implementation of the FFT algorithm on the BOPS ManArray parallel DSP processor.
The ManArray we consider for this application consists of an array controller and 2 to 4 fully interconnected processing
elements. To expose the parallelism inherent to an FFT algorithm we use a factorization of the DFT matrix in Kronecker
products, permutation and diagonal matrices. Our implementation utilizes the multiple levels of parallelism that are
available on the ManArray. We use the special multiply complex instruction, that calculates the product of two complex
32-bit fixed point numbers in 2 cycles (pipelinable). Instruction level parallelism is exploited via the indirect Very Long
Instruction Word (iVLIW). With an iVLIW, in the same cycle a complex number is read from memory, another complex
number is written to memory, a complex multiplication starts and another finishes, two complex additions or subtractions
are done and a complex number is exchanged with another processing element. Multiple local FFTs are executed in
Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) mode, and to avoid a costly data transposition we execute distributed FFTs in
Synchronous Multiple Instructions Multiple Data (SMIMD) mode.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Fourier transform is an invaluable tool in many engineering and scientific applications ranging from arithmetic
integration to image and audio processing, to polynomial multiplication. Despite the complexity reduction by the FFT
compared to the direct calculation ofthe Fourier transform, good implementations ofthe FFT are required.

The importance of the FFT has promoted the development of highly optimized implementations on almost any
programmable computing machine, from supercomputers to microcomputers, vector processors and multiprocessors.
Special purpose hardware has also been designed with sole purpose the efficient computation of the FFT. The role of the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) in digital signal processing applications can hardly be overstated. Highly performing
implementations of FFTs of various lengths are extremely critical in the success of a digital signal processor. In this
article we present a high performance implementation of the FFT algorithm on the BOPS ManArray parallel DSP
processor. We show how special hardware instructions for performing complex addition and multiplication can be used in
conjunction with single-cycle, register-to-register data exchanges along hypercube dimensions to calculate multiple
distributed FFTs.

The presentation goes as follows. We first introduce the BOPS ManArray parallel DSP architecture and the special
support for complex arithmetic in hardware. Then we present the Kronecker product notation and develop a distributed
FFT algorithm using the well-known sparse factorization of the discrete Fourier transform matrix. We conclude with a
discussion about performance results.

2. THE BOPS MANARRAY DSP

The ManArray core consists ofa scalable array signal processor, matched with a high-performance co-processor interface.
The array processor is made up of multiple Processing Elements (PEs). The PEs are high-performance compute engines
with five parallel execution units each and local memories. Each PE uses BOPS' advanced Indirect VLIW architecture
and integrated conditional execution. The co-processor interface consists of two buses: the ManArray Data Bus (MDB),
which provides high-volume data flow into and out of the core, and the ManArray Control Bus (MCB) which provides
inter-processor communication, peripheral access, control, and debug.
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Figure 1: The 2x2 ManArray DSP.
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The ManArray DSP architecture is optimized for applications in communications, 3D graphics, image processing and
digital video. For these applications the ManArray may be configured as a co-processor to an ARM, MIPS, or other
processor host.

The ManArraY DSP cores can be scaled to match a wide range of requirements in performance, area, and power.
Depending on the needs of an application, the number of PEs can be scaled to provide the optimal configuration of

price/performance/Power.

A RISC model is used in the design of the PEs, with a reconfigurable register file central to all execution units. Most
instructions, with the exception of branch and divide/square-root types, execute in one or two cycles. Single-cycle
throughput of instructions provides a simple pipeline. PEs are interconnected by the ManArray network, a distributed
hierarchical switch that allows 32-bit data to be exchanged within a single-cycle [9].

The ManArray architecture supports MMX-like operations on 8, 16, and 32-bit packed-data types. It also supports 32-bit
single precision floating point data formats.

Multiple levels of parallelism allow programmers to use the ManArray cores in sequential, VLIW, packed-data type,
Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) and Synchronous Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (SMIMD) modes. The
simple pipeline, selectable parallelism, and sophisticated set of development tools enable the programmer to harness the
power of parallel programming with relative ease. The true scalability of the ManArray safeguards investments in
development efforts for future generations of an application.
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Each PE has the Indirect Very Long Instruction Word (IVLIW) capability. The IVLIW design allows the programmer to,
in effect, weave optimized instructions for specific applications. Using simple 32-bit instruction paths, the programmer
can create a "cache" of application-optimized VLIW instructions in each PE. Using the same 32-bit paths, these IVLIWs
are triggered for execution by a single "Execute 1VLIW " instruction, issued across the array. Thus the ManArray iVLIW
architecture avoids traditional VLIW problems that precluded extensions to array processors. The total size of the :VLIW
instruction memory is configurable.

The ManArray Instruction Set supports the entire ManArray family of cores, from the single-processor core (the lxi) to
any of the highly parallel multi-processor arrays (1x2, 2x2, 4x4). The ManArray instruction set consists of four groups;
flow control instructions, load/store instructions, arithmetic/logical instructions as well as pluggable instructions. The
pluggable instruction set uses a reserved 25% of the instruction set. It makes possible for BOPS to develop application-
specific cores with new instructions and meet specialized needs with optimized capabilities in targeted products.

The ManArray family of cores connects to an ARM or MIPS host using a pair of buses, the MCB and MDB, and a group
of sideband signals for interrupts, status and clocking. The MCB is used for inter-processor communication messages and
peripheral control. The MDB (8, 16 or 32 byte width) is the conduit for high bandwidth data streams. The on-core DMA
processor provides for streaming data to and from the array local memories, with fe at ure s such as independent
transfer instruction processing, synchronization primitives and flexible memory-array addressing modes. The bus
widths, clocking and communication resources are all scalable to meet the performance requirements of a target
system.

Figure 2: The SPIPEO combination and the general PE diagram.
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3. COMPLEX ARITHMETIC

The ManArray instruction set allows the calculation of complex addition and subtraction in a single cycle and complex
multiplication in two cycles. Fixed point complex numbers are represented in memory and compute registers in such way
that halfword Hi contains the real component and halfword HO contains the imaginary component. Complex
multiplications can be pipelined so we can get the result ofa multiplication every cycle.

More specifically, the following special hardware instructions execute in each Multiply Accumulate Unit (MAU), in each
PE, to handle the multiplication of complex numbers: The instruction mpycx, is for multiplication of complex numbers
(see Fig. 3), where the complex product of two source operands is rounded according to the rounding mode specified in
the instruction and loaded into the target register. Similarly, instruction mpycxj performs the complex multiplication
with the conjugate of the second argument. Both instructions also come in a divide-by-two version for scaling the data
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down to avoid overflow. All complex multiplication instructions return a word containing the real and imaginary part of
the complex product in half words Hi and HO respectively.
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Figure 3: Complex Multiplication.

To preserve maximum accuracy, and provide flexibility to programmers, four possible rounding modes are defmed.
Round toward the nearest integer. Round toward zero (truncate or fix). Round toward infmity (round up or ceiling, the
smallest integer greater than or equal to the argument). Round toward negative infmity (round down or floor, the largest
integer smaller than or equal to the argument).

The family of multiply complex instructions are pipelined, the first execute cycle begins with a read ofthe source register

operands from the compute register. Suppose that two input compute registers contain the complex numbers XR+i*XI and

YR+j*YI. These register values are input to the MAU logic to the appropriate multiplication units. The outputs of the

multiplication operation, XR*YR, XR*YI, XI*YR, and X1Y1, are stored in pipeline registers. The second execute cycle,
which can occur while a new multiply complex instruction is using the first cycle execute facilities, begins with using the
stored pipeline register values and appropriately adding and subtracting them as indicated in Fig. 3. The values generated,
contain the maximum precision of the calculation which exceeds 16-bits. Consequently, the appropriate bits must be
selected and rounded as indicated in the instruction before storing the final results. The two 16-bit rounded results are then
stored in the appropriate halfword position ofthe target register in the compute register file.

4. KRONECKER PRODUCT AND THE FFT

The Kronecker product oftwo matrices is a block matrix with blocks that are copies ofthe second matrix multiplied by
the corresponding element of the first matrix. The Kronecker product provides a means to express parallelism using
mathematical notation. it is known that there is a direct mapping between different tensor product forms and some
important architectural features of processors [1], [2]. For example, tensor matrices can be created in parallel form and
in vector form. Consider Kronecker products where one of the factors is the identity matrix. Assume that a calculation
of matrix vector product is required:
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Y('m ®A)x.
The operator matrix is block diagonal with m copies of A. If vector x is distributed block-wise in m processors, the
operation can be done in parallel without any communication between the processors. On the other hand, the calculation

Y(4®jm)X
requires that x is distributed physically on m processors for vector parallel computation, that is, a cyclic destribution of x
is required for parallel operation without either replication or communication of data.

The two Kronecker products above commute via the identity

I®A =P(A®I)PT
where P is a special permutation matrix called stride permutation and pT is the transpose permutation matrix. The stride
permutation defines the required data distribution for a parallel operation, or the communication pattern needed to
transform block distribution to cyclic and vice-versa.

The mathematical description ofparallelism and data distributions makes it possible to conceptualize parallel programs,
and to manipulate them using linear algebra identities and thus better map them onto target parallel architectures. In
addition, Kronecker product notation arises in many different areas of science and engineering. The Kronecker product
simplifies the expression of many fast algorithms. Different FFT algorithms correspond to different sparse matrix
factorizations of the discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), whose factors involve Kronecker products[3]. The Kronecker
product is used extensively in digital image processing. All seperable image transforms like Fourier, Hadamard, Haar,
and Slant can be factored using Kronecker products [4], [5], [6], [7].

5. THE MANARRAY FFT

The following equation shows a Kronecker product expression of the FFT algorithm, based on the Kronecker product
factorization ofthe DFT matrix,

F = (F ® TmJT)p,m(tp 0 Fm)P,,,p
where n is the length of the transform, p is the number of PEs and m =n/p can be considered as as a measure of the size of
the local PE memory. F is the DFT matrix, I is the identity matrix, D is a diagonal matrix of twiddle factors and P isthe
stride permutation matrix. For the formal defmition ofthese matrices we suggest the reader to see [7]. The proper choice of
p and m depends on the computing architecture and the size of the problem to be computed. For the 2x2 ManArray, we
choose p to be 4, the number ofprocessing elements.

The equation is operated on from right to left with the P permutation operation occurring first. The permutation directly
maps to a DMA operation that specifies how the data is to be loaded in the local PE memories.

;, = (F ® TmJ1)p,m(Tp ® Fm)Pp

P?,p corresponds to DMA loading data with stride p to local PE memories (cyclic distribution of data).

In the next stage of operation, all PEs execute a local FFT of length m=n/p with local data. No communication between
PEs is required.

ii;, = (F ® 1mfl)p,m (I 0 Fm)P,j,p

Formula (I 0 Fm) specifies that each PEs executes a local FFT of length m sequentially, with local data. For this stage,

any high performance sequential FFT can be used.

In the next stage, all PEs scale their local data by the twiddle factors and collectively execute m distributed FFTs of length
p. This stage requires inter-PE communications.

;, = (F 0 TmWp,mOp ® Fm)P,,p

Formula (F ® 'm )Dpm specifies that all PEs scale their local data by the twiddle factors and collectively execute

multiple FFTs of length p on distributed data. In this final stage of the FFT computation, a relatively large number m of
small distributed FFTs of size p must be calculated efficiently. The characteristic part of this phase is that the data for the



same FFT are residing on different processors. The challenge is to completely overlap the necessary communications with
the relatively simple computational requirements of the small FFT of length p. The algorithm used is similar to the one for
FFTs on hypercube connected multiprossesors by Swarztrauber [8]. We provide the code for p2 and p4 as an example.

When p=2, we calculate the distributed complex butterfly u =x+w*y and v = xw*y. Complex quantity x comes from the
local memory of PEO, y and w come from the local memory of PE1 and the results u and v go to the respective memoriesof
PEO and PE1.

The iVLIW program that achieves the above calculation as a pipeline is shown in Fig. 4.

Load
I Iiip.d r8,a2+,I
2 Iii.p.d rO,aO+,I
3 Iiip.d r18,a2-'-,I
4 Iii.p.d rO,aO+,I

DSU
pexchg.pd.w r4,r2
pexchg.pd.w r5,r3
pexchg.pd.w r4,r12
pexchg.pd.w r5,r13

Figure 4: iVLIWs of PEt for distributed FFT of length 2 on 1x2 ManArray.

The code in Fig. 4 is for PE1, the code for PE 0 is similar. Instructions lii and sii are load and store indirect, respectively;
sub. 4 h is for subtraction of 4 halfwords (or a complex subtraction in our case); and pexchg is the communication
instruction. As it can be seen from the above, two FFTs of length 2 are calculated every two cycles. Communication is
completely overlapping with computation.

When p=4, for the 2x2 ManArray, we calculate the distributed FFT of length 4 as shown in the signal flow graph on Fig. 5.

Y3

The most complicated code is the one required by Processing Element 3, and it is shown below. The code is displayed in a
tabular form that corresponds to the structure of the ManArray architecture and the iVLIW instruction. The columns of the
table correspond to the execution units available in the ManArray PE: Load Unit, Arithmetic Logic Unit, Multiply Add Unit,
Data Select Unit and the Store Unit. The rows ofthe table can be interpreted as time steps or different iVLIW lines.

The algorithm goes as follows (from first line towards the last one): Input x and its corresponding twiddle factor w are loaded
from the local memory. Complex arguments x and w are multiplied. A copy of the above product is exchanged between the
North/South direction of communication. Local and received quantities are added or subtracted (depending on the processing
element). Result is multiplied by —i on PE 3. A copy of the above product is exchanged between the East/West direction of
communication. Local and received quantities are added or subtracted (depending on the processing element). Result is
stored in the local memory.
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ALU MAU
sub.pa.4h r6,r4,r12 mpycx.pm.2sh r12,rO,rI 8

mpycx.pm.2sh r13,rI,rI9
sub.pa.4h r6,r4,r2 mpycx.pm.2sh r2,rO,r8

mpycx.pm.2sh r3,rI ,r9

Store

sii.p.d r6,aI+,I

sii.p.d r6,aI+,I

x
P0:

P1:

Yo

Figure 5: Signal flow graph for FFT of length 4.
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Load ALU MAU DSU Store
Iiip.w rO,aO+,1
Iii.p.w rl,al+,1

mpycx.pm.2sh r2,rO,rl

pexchg.pd.w r3,r2,2x2north

sub.pa.2h r4,r2,r3

mpycx.pm.2h r5,r4,r8

sub.pa.2h r7,r5,r6

pexchg.pd.w r6, r5,2x2_east

Siip.w r7,a2+,1

Figure 6: Computational steps required by PE3 for distributed FFT of length 4.

The code for PEs 0, 1 and 2 is very similar, the two subtractions in the Arithmetic Logic Unit are substituted by additions or
subtractions, as required by the algorithm displayed in the signal flow graph. This algorithm is a good example of the
synchronous MIMD capability of the ManArray architecture.

LLoad JALU IMAU IDSU Store
I Iii.p.w rO,aO+,I sub.pa.2h r7,r5,r6 mpycx.pm.2sh r2,rO,rl pexchg.pd.w r3,r2,2x2_north
2 Iii.p.w rI,aI+,1 sub.pa.2h r4,r2,r3 mpycx.pm.2h r5,r4,r8 pexchg.pd.w r6,r5,2x2_east sii.p.w r7,a2÷,I 1
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Figure 7: 1VLIWs of PE3 for distributed FFT oflength 4 on 2x2 ManArray.

The iVLIW program that achieves the above calculation as a pipeline is shown in Fig. 7. A single FFTs of length 4 is
calculated every two cycles! Again, all communication is completely overlapping with computation. All execution units are
busy all the time, with the exception ofthe store unit, the hardware is utilized in its fullest potential.

6. CONCLUSSIONS

The FFT implementation on the 2x2 ManArray shown above calculates pipelined FFTs of in-order input and out-of-order
output of a vector of 256 complex numbers in 425 cycles in steady state. A one-time cost of a small number of cycles for the
preparation of the iVLIW contents is also required. Not only the total cycles for the calculation of an FFT is very small, but
the program code is also very compact.

If one needs to run a larger FFT on the same ManArray, only the sequential FFT needs to be changed. Porting the FFT to a
larger ManArray configuration with twice as many PEs requires the modification ofonly the distributed FFT; another stage is
added to the signal flow graph ofFig. 5.

ManArray-based signal processor cores cover a wide range of performance, from the lxi at 4 billions of operations per
second (bops) to the 4x4 at 60+ bops. At the same time, all ManArray cores are based on a single processor architecture, a
single instruction set, and programmers use the same tool-suite to develop code for these processors. Thus BOPS achieves
true scalability. As the FFT code demonstrates, a program written for a lxi ManArray will, with minimal or no
modifications, also run on any larger array, like a 2x2 or a 4x4. This means that true scalability allows BOPS' customers to
grow the performance oftheir products with the requirements ofthe market in a very cost-efficient manner.

The authors acknowledge the support ofthe entire BOPS crew for their contribution in this work.
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